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Standardizing Citizenship: The Potential
Inﬂuence of State Curriculum Standards
on the Civic Development of Adolescents
Wayne Journell, University of North Carolina at Greensboro

The rise of state-mandated standards in public education have allowed legislators to answer the question of what constitutes a proper civic education, a debate that
has existed in the United States since the turn of the twentieth century. Through
the content they employ in their standards, states may indirectly inﬂuence the type of
citizenship education students receive in the classroom. The present study focuses on
the Virginia Standards of Learning for two courses, civics and economics and U.S. and
Virginia government, which are commonly taught to eighth graders and high school
seniors, respectively. A content analysis of the essential knowledge found in the standards for these courses categorizes instructional content into seven forms of citizenship:
civic republicanism, character education, deliberative, social justice, participatory, transnational, and cosmopolitan. Although the results are speciﬁc to the Virginia Standards of
Learning, the nature of how citizenship is portrayed within the standards may transfer to
other states with similar forms of standards-based education within their social studies
curricula.
ABSTRACT

A

n extensive body of literature within political science suggests that political socialization starts in
the primary grades and continues throughout life
(Sapiro 2004; Easton and Dennis 1967). Using Foucault’s (1991) notion of governmentality, interpersonal relationships and societal institutions aid in this
socialization, and their inﬂuence varies from individual to individual. Moreover, it has become commonplace to acknowledge
the role of family (Achen 2002) and public schooling (Callan
1997; Dewey 1916; Gutmann 1987) in developing the civic identities of individuals within American society. Therefore, even when
approaching political socialization from a developmental perspective (Merelman 1971), studying the role of schooling in the formulation of students’ political identities seems apt, given that
maturation of political thought corresponds with the time students spend within the conﬁnes of public education.
Yet, Macedo et al. argue that schools “often teach about citizenship and government without teaching students the skills that
are necessary to become active citizens themselves” (2005, 33).
Even in civics and government courses, which Kahne, Chi, and
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Middaugh describe as “the part of the formal high school curriculum that is most explicitly linked to the democratic purposes of
education” (2006, 391), conversations about citizenship rarely
extend beyond one’s right to vote. Recent movements to standardize public education in the United States have only exacerbated
this notion by mandating content taught to students. Although
the social sciences fall outside the realm of No Child Left Behind
(NCLB), many states have standardized their civics and government curricula as part of the sweeping trend toward greater teacher
accountability and systemized decision making.
Virginia was one of the ﬁrst states to introduce curriculum
standards, even prior to the implementation of No Child Left
Behind, and its Standards of Learning (SOLs) have been subsequently used as a model for standardization eﬀorts in other
states. In this study, I analyze the content of the Virginia SOLs for
civics and economics and U.S. and Virginia government, which
are commonly taught to eighth graders and high school seniors,
respectively. Although a study of the way that one state promotes
citizenship within its standards does not necessarily generalize to
how citizenship is portrayed in other states or even in Virginia
public schools, it does show the potential of states to frame the
meaning of citizenship within standards. The speciﬁc questions
addressed are: (a) What type of citizenship do the civics and government SOLs advocate? (b) How do the civics and government
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SOLs diﬀer? (c) How well do the civics and government SOLs
provide students with knowledge of citizenship that allows them
to function as able participants in a democratic society?

conclusions about the role that standards play in the civic responsibility of public education.
FORMS OF CITIZENSHIP USED IN PUBLIC EDUCATION

THE IMPACT OF STANDARDS AND HIGH-STAKES TESTING
ON TEACHER PRACTICES

Curriculum standards are nothing new to public education. Since
the evolution of the American public school system in the eighteenth century, local school districts have provided guidelines to
teachers regarding appropriate content for classroom instruction.
However, since the 1983 publication of A Nation at Risk (National
Commission on Excellence in Education), public education in the
United States has adopted a neoliberal approach that calls for
states to mandate high-stakes testing components aligned to
instructional standards in order to theoretically ensure that students learn the same knowledge and skills, regardless of the school
or district in which they reside (Hursh 2007). Therefore, to place
this study within its proper context, the Virginia Department of
Education mandates that the same civics and government standards be taught to all eighth and twelfth grade students, respectively, throughout the Commonwealth.
Although teachers still maintain autonomy over their classrooms, there is considerable evidence to suggest that curriculum
standards coupled with a high-stakes testing component impact
teachers’ instructional decision making. Research on social studies teachers in states that annually assess student knowledge has
found that teachers do not necessarily change their instructional
strategies in the wake of increased accountability, but they do
appear to focus their instruction on curricular material that will
be included in an end-of-course assessment (Grant 2001; Segall
2003; van Hover 2006; van Hover and Pierce 2006; Vogler 2005).
In other words, increased teacher accountability seems to foster a
teach-to-the-test mentality, even if teachers do not make a conscious eﬀort to create such an environment in their classroom.
Although multiple criticisms of high-stakes testing have been
made, the one of particular interest to this study is that standards, like textbooks, are social constructions based on the ideology and values of an elite minority (Apple 1979; Apple 2007).
As one might expect, the loudest objections to mandated curricula often occur when states attempt to dictate an absolute stance
on value-laden concepts such as citizenship, patriotism, politics,
evolution, or cultural history.1 In particular, the questions of how
schools deﬁne who is considered to be a citizen and what entails
proper citizenship within a society have fostered considerable
political unrest and occasional violence both within the United
States and throughout the rest of the world (Ahonen 2001; Al-Haj
2005; Banks 1990; Gordon 2005; Hofman 2007; LaSpina 2003;
Pike 2007). For example, in her case study of the Virginia social
studies SOL adoption process, Fore (1998) chronicles the ideological divisiveness between liberals who advocated inclusive
standards that promoted a wide range of civic ideals and the
conservative administration of then-governor George Allen that
sought to perpetuate traditional notions of citizenship.
In the following section, I will explore the various citizenship
discourses prevalent in public education throughout the United
States. I will then critically analyze the Virginia SOLs for civics
and government based on these discourses in an attempt to discern the underlying civic messages being sent to students enrolled
in these courses. Finally, I will use these ﬁndings to discuss implications for public school students in Virginia and draw general
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A considerable amount of literature in political science has chronicled waning democratic participation in the United States since
the 1970s, with various explanations given for the decline (Delli
Carpini and Keeter 1996; Hibbing and Theiss-Morse 2002; Macedo
et al. 2005; Putnam 2000). However, one constant within studies
on citizenship is the acknowledgement that formal education plays
an integral role in the development of civic ideals. Nie, Junn, and
Stehlik-Barry (1996) view formal education as the predominant
indicator of political activity among citizens, particularly when
considering levels of education as relative to other individuals
within the population. However, few studies on citizenship attempt
to explain why the correlation between formal education and active
citizenship exists or even oﬀer explicit standards of what individuals should know to competently participate in a democracy (Kuklinski and Quirk 2001).
In their preeminent study of civic knowledge in the United
States, Delli Carpini and Keeter (1996) argue that all citizens should
have a basic familiarity with three broad categories of civic knowledge to rationally participate in a democratic society. The ﬁrst is
what they call the “rules of the game,” or general democratic processes of governance. Second is substantive knowledge of politics,
such as current issues, policy initiatives, and foreign relations.
Finally, they state that people should know key political individuals and possess basic knowledge of political parties. The authors
argue that maintaining this base set of knowledge allows for greater
trust in government and increased consistency of public opinion.
These categories represent broad themes of civic knowledge,
however, and provide little guidance for teachers on exactly what
knowledge to convey in their classrooms. Patrick (2006) developed
a pedagogical framework for educating students about the American democratic system, which includes the democratic processes
outlined by Delli Carpini and Keeter, as well as knowledge of natural rights and the qualiﬁcations and responsibilities associated
with citizenship. Patrick also identiﬁes the need to educate public
school students on the importance of communitarian aspects of citizenship, such as membership in voluntary associations and community involvement, which aligns with the work of political
scientists who advocate for an increase in social capital as a way to
encourage democratic participation (Putnam 2000). Finally, Patrick
believes that students should possess a basic understanding of capitalism and the forces that drive the American market economy.
However, the civic knowledge that students receive throughout their time in public education rarely correlates with these recommendations. When asked for examples of good citizenship,
students tend to emphasize character traits, such as helping others and obeying laws, rather than political activities such as voting or protesting (Chiodo and Martin 2005; Hickey 2002; Martin
and Chiodo 2007). Moreover, Niemi and Junn (1998) found that
although high school students appear to possess basic understandings of divisions of government and rights of citizens, students
tend to know relatively little about politics or informal governmental practices such as lobbying.
Yet, educators continue to debate the merits of various types
of civic education in the belief that lessons learned in public education are instrumental to the development of a politically aware
and active citizenry (Dewey 1916). In the following sections, I will
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deﬁne the most prominent civic discourses present in social studies curricula throughout the United States. These discourses will
then serve as the basis for my critique of the Virginia SOLs.
Civic Republicanism and Character Education
Within public schooling, the responsibility for civic education often
falls to the social studies (Ross 2006). Debates have raged within
social studies over the proper way to teach citizenship, and several discourses have received considerable attention within the
literature. Perhaps the most prevalent citizenship discourse in
American public education, which has received renewed emphasis since the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001, is that of civic
republicanism (Knight Abowitz and Harnish 2006). Those who
advocate civic republicanism emphasize a common national ethos,
a position that has gained momentum in the wake of poor student performances on standardized tests of historical knowledge
(Ravitch and Finn 1987). Proponents of civic republicanism also
view schools as encouraging cooperation between citizens and
government and citizen participation in the political process (Butts
1988; Damon 2001). According to civic republican thought, schools
should purvey patriotic values. Students should support the actions
of their countries and learn the skills necessary to compete and
succeed in the political economy (Butts 1988; Damon 2001; Ravitch 2006). Not surprisingly, in times of national or international
turmoil, educators often resort to a civic republican curriculum to
provide stability and comfort for their students (Knight Abowitz
and Harnish 2006).
Despite widespread use of civic republicanism throughout the
United States, scholars have attacked the discourse as being politically assimilatory, particularly during times of war and global
conﬂict (Westheimer 2006). Ben Porath (2003) refers to this
ultranationalist stance as “belligerent citizenship,” which produces undesirable side eﬀects such as unquestioning political loyalty and social alienation of minority groups. Such thinking has
led educators to question the relationship between public schools
and the state, and to ask whether advocacy of an emotion-laden,
patriotic curriculum provides the most valuable educational experience for students entering an increasingly pluralistic society
(Nash 2005).
Closely related to civic republicanism is the concept of character education. While civic republicanism identiﬁes personal
character as essential to citizenship, those advocating character
education view the development of student morality as superior
to nationalist doctrine (Farr Darling 2002; Noddings 1988). Forms
of character education have existed since the early 1800s, largely
to inculcate local morality in students (Leming 2001). Today, however, advocates of character education view the teaching of basic
morals as a way to bridge the gap between polarizing cultures
and beliefs (Holmes 2001). Character education proponents view
social studies as “a special kind of moral education built on a
foundation of ethical commitments that are required for a democratic, pluralistic society” (Farr Darling 2006, 267). In other words,
the same moral ﬁbers that make good people will, in turn, produce good citizens, leading to a civilized, productive society.
Multiple objections exist to pure character education. Critics
argue that discussions of morality should take place at home, and
that any discussion of morality in school manipulates and imposes
values on students (Farr Darling 2006). Critics also suggest that
morality varies by culture; however, others argue that basic values
of humanity span cultural diﬀerences (Farr Darling 2006; Gut-

mann 2004). Kahne and Westheimer (2006) suggest that character education often obscures the prominence of political and
societal inﬂuences on social problems by placing too much emphasis on the agency of moral individuals. They argue that students
must understand the value of working within the political system
in order to achieve reform. Despite these objections, proponents
of character education view public schools as providing a necessary function by impressing basic moral values on students who
may fail to receive them otherwise.
Liberal Citizenship Discourses
What I refer to as “liberal” citizenship discourses serve as the
antithesis to civic republicanism and character education. Liberal
views of citizenship focus on political deliberation, questioning
of authority, and social diversiﬁcation (Gutmann 1987). In addition, liberal forms of citizenship do not prescribe any one doctrine, preferring to allow individuals the right to deﬁne their own
views of morality and patriotism. However, while all notions of a
liberal civic education deplore the belligerent byproducts of uncontrolled civic republicanism, not all liberal discourses portray the
same epistemological view of citizenship.
Perhaps the most utilized form of liberal citizenship is what
Gutmann and Thompson (2004) term deliberative democracy,
which encourages public discourse on policy and controversial
issues. They outline principles of reciprocity, accountability, liberty, and opportunity as the cornerstones of deliberative citizenship and argue that each is essential for citizens living in a
pluralistic society. Ben Porath (2003) argues that teachers should
particularly use deliberation in times of conﬂict to limit the aforementioned eﬀects of belligerent citizenship. According to Ben
Porath, deliberation acts as a form of patriotism, in that the primary goal of citizenship is to continually seek to better one’s
country, even if such a goal means recognizing societal and governmental imperfections. Therefore, he states that ensuring that
leaders are held accountable is one of the most important actions
an informed citizenry can undertake.
Critics of deliberative citizenship argue that deliberation stiﬂes political agency, because exposure to divergent viewpoints
has been found to discourage civic action. However, the same
studies have shown that deliberation raises tolerance toward
diverse political opinions (Mutz 2006). Another criticism of deliberative democracy is that it strikes at the heart of the nationalistic goals of civic republicanism, because deliberative citizens can
publicly disagree with the will of the majority, even after extensive deliberation. Critics argue that such thinking leads to the
type of divisive society that obstructs domestic progress and weakens American inﬂuence abroad (Knight Abowitz and Harnish
2006). Proponents of deliberative citizenship respond to such
criticism by acknowledging that deliberation is perpetual and
occasionally prone to mistakes. However, in the event of political error, further deliberation allows for appropriate corrective
measures (Gutmann and Thompson 2004).
Two similar forms of classroom citizenship that utilize deliberation are social justice and participatory models. Proponents of
social justice encourage students to seek out and discuss elements
of societal injustice and oppression, often of traditionally marginalized groups, with the goal of fostering social change (Ayers 1998).
Vinson (2006), citing Young (1992), identiﬁes ﬁve types of oppression found in society: exploitation, marginalization, powerlessness, cultural imperialism, and violence. Vinson argues that civic
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education should combine knowledge of these social ills with student political and societal involvement.
Closely related to social justice is what Westheimer and Kahne
(1998; 2004) call a participatory form of citizenship. After instructing students in skills of civic engagement, such as public speaking, awareness, and diligence, teachers should encourage student
participation in political and social issues, particularly in students’ local communities. After observing multiple social studies
programs that oﬀer students opportunities for civic participation,
the authors note several attributes that lead to positive civic experiences for students. For example, classes that allow students to
engage in real-world projects and place students within a community of fellow participants appear to foster student agency on social
issues (Westheimer and Kahne 1998; Kahne and Westheimer 2004;
Kahne and Westheimer 2006). Moreover, recent studies have found
that participating in community service during high school acts
as a predictor of adult voting and volunteering (Hart et al. 2007;
Kahne and Sporte 2008). Both social justice and participatory discourses adhere to a conception of citizenship in which schools are
central ﬁxtures within democratic society and teachers must
address societal problems as well as advocate student agency for
societal improvements (Ayers 1998; Counts 1932; Rugg 1933).
Transnational, or global, citizenship education also encourages student agency, but on an international scale. Proponents of
transnational citizenship believe that curriculum should emphasize the increasing economic, social, and cultural globalization of
nation-states (Knight Abowitz and Harnish 2006). This requires
abandoning the traditional Eurocentric curriculum in favor of
multicultural studies that force students to critically challenge their
preexisting values and worldviews (Merryﬁeld and Subedi 2006).
Perhaps most central to transnational citizenship is the emphasis
on the United States as a leader of international policy, with a
goal of encouraging students to make connections between their
local communities and issues of global importance (Myers 2006).
Closely related to transnationalism is cosmopolitanism, which
views compassion, cooperation, and peace as universal virtues of
all people living in a global society (Knight Abowitz and Harnish
2006). Thus, proponents seek to teach students that certain environmental, economic, and social issues transcend geopolitical
boundaries, and that, as members of the global community, they
have the responsibility to raise awareness and actively engage
themselves within the scope of these issues (Hicks 2003). In short,
advocates for cosmopolitanism view individuals as world citizens
who share a desire to address and eliminate problems relating to
all humanity, such as environmental pollution, human rights
abuses, and genocide (Ahmad and Szpara 2005).
Despite the stark diﬀerences among many of these various discourses, the version of citizenship presented within public education rarely falls completely into a particular category. In the
remainder of this article, I will examine the extent to which each
of these discourses is presented within the Virginia SOLs for civics and U.S. government. I will then discuss the implications of
this analysis for secondary students in Virginia, as well as make
general comments about the nature of state standards and civic
education.
METHODS

To better understand the potential of state standards to frame
citizenship, I engaged in a qualitative, or interpretive, content analysis (Krippendorﬀ 2004) of the Virginia SOLs for both civics and
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government.2 This method is appropriate for a subjective topic
like citizenship, because no standard categories for analysis exist,
and investigators often have to develop categories based on existing ideas or themes (Holsti 1969). However, for the purposes of
this study, it should be noted that only civics is annually tested by
the Commonwealth. Virginia does not currently require statewide assessment of its government curriculum because of the
assessment’s close proximity to student graduation.
As part of the analysis, I coded the essential knowledge in each
standard and substandard based on the various citizenship discourses previously mentioned.3 In doing so, I used the various discourses collectively as a framework in which I assigned value to each
element of essential knowledge to reduce the data into a manageable form and posit conclusions (LeCompte and Schensul 1999).
Hence, I labeled proposing patriotism, focusing on inﬂuential texts
or people in American history, advocating a continuation of the
American way of life, or simply describing structural processes of
American government as civic republican standards. Standards
dealing with character or moral issues I delegated as such. I categorized standards as deliberative that hinted at value judgments or
articulating personal opinions on issues. I labeled elements of the
curriculum that mentioned oppression, liberation from oppression, or structures of government that promote equality as social
justice. I labeled all standards that encouraged student activism as
participatory. Finally, I labeled any standards that mentioned international issues as transnational, unless they advocated spreading
American values abroad (civic republican) or explicitly mentioned
attempts at world peace or human rights, which I then categorized
as cosmopolitan. Occasionally, I came across standards that focused
entirely on historical or economic information that did not fall into
any of the previously discussed citizenship discourses. These standards were given their own category and not included in the analysis.
RESULTS

Table 1 shows the number of civics standards that fell into each
category, with examples of the type of standards found in each.
When taken together, civic republicanism and character education compose nearly 60% of the civics standards. The greatest
amount of content in the civics framework focuses on the structure and processes of American government, although civic republicanism can also be found in repeated references to civic
responsibility and patriotism. For example, standards CE.3c and
CE.3d both focus on the duties of good citizens, and CE.4e explicitly lists practicing patriotism as a virtue of good citizenship.
Linked to these civic republican ideals are character traits the
Commonwealth describes as aiding the facilitation of citizenship, such as trustworthiness, honesty, and self-reliance. Other
character traits involve skills that will allow students to compete
in a market economy, such as maintaining a strong work ethic.
Much of the remaining content ﬁts into a more liberal deﬁnition of citizenship, although the various forms of liberal citizenship are not represented equally within the civics standards.
Comparatively, the Commonwealth places greater value on student participation in both their communities and the democratic
process. Standard CE.3d encourages students to engage in democratic actions such as voting, communicating with elected oﬃcials, and participating in political campaigns. Students are then
encouraged in CE.3e to aid their communities by volunteering,
becoming involved in public service organizations, and expressing general concern about the welfare of the community as a whole.
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Ta b l e 1

Civics Standards, Grouped by Form of Citizenship
TYPE OF CITIZENSHIP

NUMBER OF
STANDARDS

Civic Republicanism

28

Character Education

6

CE.4a Practicing trustworthiness and honesty
CE.4d Practicing respect for the law

Deliberative

5

CE.5b Comparing the similarities and differences of political parties
CE.7c Examining the impact of the media on public opinion and public policy

Social Justice

5

CE.8d Explaining how due process protections seek to ensure justice
CE.11e Describing the protection of consumer rights and property rights

Participatory

10

Transnational

1

Cosmopolitan

0

n/a

None of the Above

2

CE.8b Describing the exercise of judicial review
CE.9a Applying the concepts of scarcity, resources, choice, opportunity cost, price, incentives, supply and demand,
production, and consumption

EXAMPLES OF STANDARDS
CE.3c Describing the duties of citizenship, including obeying the law, paying taxes, defending the nation, and
serving in court
CE.4e Practicing patriotism
CE.6c Explaining the principle of separation of powers and the operation of checks and balances

CE.3d1 Examining the responsibilities of citizenship, including registering and voting
CE.3d4 Examining the responsibilities of citizenship, including serving in voluntary, appointed positions
CE.10d Examining the relationship of Virginia and the United States to the global economy, with emphasis on the
impact of technological innovations

Despite the emphasis on active participation, societal reasons
for participation are discussed less frequently. Social justice in the
civics standards predominantly focuses on understanding how
the structure of government supports diﬀering viewpoints and
secures justice for all within society, regardless of race, gender, or
socioeconomic status. An equal amount of time is spent on student deliberation. The standards encourage students to question
traditional, yet expanding aspects of government, such as media
inﬂuences, political polarization, and the cost of elections.
Issues of international importance receive scant attention in the
civics standards.The only way that the standards situate the United
States as a member of a global community is through economic
interdependence.The standards omit other aspects of international
relations, such as treaties and membership in global agencies. Moreover, the standards appear devoid of any cosmopolitan inﬂuences,
ignoring concepts such as human rights at home or abroad, or
attempts at securing world peace in times of global conﬂict.
Table 2 shows the distribution of content in the government standards. In contrast to civics, civic republicanism and
character education only make up 46% of the government standards. Yet, civic republicanism represents the largest concentration of content within government, with a focus on the processes
of democratic government. However, references to patriotism and
guidelines on how to contribute to the American market economy permeate the standards. In addition, the same basic elements of character education present in civics also appear in the
government standards.
The percentage of the government standards that ﬁts within
a liberal conception of citizenship is greater than that of civics,
and the distribution among the various liberal citizenship forms
varies between the two courses as well. Although the overall
amount of content that is considered social justice or deliberative increases in the government standards, the percentage of
content that falls within those two forms of citizenship is com-

parable to the civics standards. Moreover, the topics that utilize
social justice and deliberative conceptions of citizenship appear
roughly the same between the two sets of standards, with the
Government standards focusing on the processes that ensure
equality among citizens and deliberation of current governmental issues. The government standards also begin to address differences in ways to conceptualize governmental actions and ask
students to debate the merits of liberal and conservative views
on government.
Where the government and civics standards truly diﬀer is in
the way the former handles participatory citizenship and introduces a global element into the curriculum. The government standards are less likely to advocate student action, both within the
community and the democratic process. The government standards tend to deﬁne participation broadly and encourage students to become more active politically, while the civics standards
often list speciﬁc ways for students to contribute. For example,
the government standards do not advocate for students to join
voluntary associations or participate in community events.
However, the government standards do situate the United
States within an international sphere. More government content
is considered transnational compared to any other of the liberal
views of citizenship used in this analysis. The standards include
an entire section on foreign policy, ranging from safeguarding the
global environment to international eﬀorts to curb drug traﬃcking. The standards also place the United States within the global
economy and provide basic understanding of how global economic trends impact domestic economic decisions. Although the
majority of the economics section of the government standards
deals with how the American market economy functions, the standards frame the discussion within a global context. Finally, standard GOVT.13 asks students to compare the government and
economy of the United States with those of Mexico, Great Britain, and China.
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Ta b l e 2

Government Standards, Grouped by Form of Citizenship
TYPE OF CITIZENSHIP

NUMBER OF
STANDARDS

Civic Republicanism

37

Character Education

5

GOVT.17a Practicing trustworthiness and honesty
GOVT.17c Practicing responsibility, accountability, and self-reliance

Deliberative

9

GOVT.5d Examining the ongoing debate that focuses on the balance of power between state and national
governments
GOVT.6d Analyzing the influence of media coverage, campaign advertising, and public opinion polls
GOVT.9a Examining different perspectives on the role of government

EXAMPLES OF STANDARDS
GOVT.4b Identifying the purposes of government stated in the Preamble
GOVT.17e Practicing patriotism
GOVT.18a Obeying the law and paying taxes

Social Justice

10

GOVT.11a Examining the Bill of Rights, with emphasis on First Amendment freedoms
GOVT.11e Explaining every citizen’s right to be treated equally under the law

Participatory

5

Transnational

12

Cosmopolitan

4

GOVT.12b1 Fulfilling a commitment to preserve a peaceful world
GOVT.12b3 Protecting nations from aggression

None of the Above

9

GOVT.2d Explaining the guarantee of rights set forth by the Virginia Company of London
GOVT.14e Examining productivity and standard of living as measured by key economic indicators

GOVT.9d Describing how individuals, interest groups, and the media influence public policy
GOVT.18c Participating in the political process
GOVT.18e. Keeping informed about public issues
GOVT.12a Describing the responsibilities of the national government for foreign policy and national security
GOVT.13a Demonstrate how governments in Mexico, Great Britain, and China compare with government in the
United States
GOVT.15f Analyzing global economic trends

Although the government standards include relatively few
examples of a cosmopolitan view of citizenship, the inclusion of
these examples does represent an increase from the civics standards. When dealing with foreign policy, the government standards list eﬀorts to secure peace and rid the world of human rights
violations. The standards designate the United States as a protector of less advantaged peoples, calling for the nation to intervene
in the event of unprovoked aggression on a sovereign state. Finally,
the standards identify the United States as central to reducing the
number of nuclear and biological weapons throughout the world.
While much of the content between the two courses overlaps,
the focus of the civics and U.S. government standards do diﬀer
slightly, as one would expect. For example, the government standards use a historical framework to create a context for a detailed
analysis of the Constitution, while the civics standards tend to
focus on American democracy in its present form. Yet, the standards for the two courses also diﬀer in the way they treat certain
elements of citizenship beyond the diﬀerences listed previously.
When considering the responsibilities and duties of good citizenship, both standards list obeying laws, paying taxes, and voting.
Yet, only the civics standards list registering for and serving in
the armed forces if called upon as a duty of citizenship. Similarly,
only the civics standards encourage students to join voluntary
associations and engage in community service.
Even when considering the most basic act of citizenship, each
set of standards provides a diﬀerent focus. Both standards encourage students to register and vote, but only the civics standards actually provide students with instructions on how to register to vote
in Virginia. The government standards instead focus on the problem of nonvoting and list several reasons why people choose not to
vote. The government standards also explain the processes for
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national elections in detail, including how voter participation is
aﬀected by governmental institutions such as the Electoral College.
Of course, these examples only represent the standards of two
courses within the social studies curriculum of a single state. What
lessons, then, can this analysis oﬀer about the nature of state standards and civic education? More important, how should secondary civics and government teachers approach state standards when
trying to develop curricula designed to promote citizenship in
their classrooms?
CONCLUSIONS

Perhaps the most salient conclusion drawn from this study is that
standards, like textbooks and other educational materials, are created to perpetuate a certain ideological position (Apple 1979). Over
a decade later, the SOLs still maintain a largely conservative
approach to citizenship that harkens back to the political climate
surrounding the creation of the standards (Fore 1998). Although
liberal civic elements can be found in both the civics and government curricula, they do little to alter the civic republican perspective found throughout each of the standards. Although I would
argue that it is not the responsibility of politicians or educational
policymakers to push a certain ideology in the classroom, the
nature of government-mandated standards suggests that neutrality is impossible to achieve.4 Therefore, educators need to be cognizant of imbalances within the curriculum and frame their
instruction so that their students receive a balanced version of
citizenship and democracy.
The fact-based nature of standards also lends itself to a simplistic approach to civic understanding. As seen in the SOLs, standards place emphasis on institutional structure and governmental
processes, resulting in knowledge that correlates with Delli Carpini
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and Keeter’s (1996) ﬁndings in the general population. Moreover,
the structure of the standards rarely allows for in-depth discussions of theoretical or ideological concepts such as patriotism or
civic responsibility.
Again, teachers need to recognize the static nature of standards and frame their instruction accordingly. Recent studies have
found that social studies classrooms rarely utilize discussion, and
scholars often point to standards-based education as a contributing factor (Parker 2006; Wilen 2003). The SOLs contain few standards designed to stimulate discussion; therefore, teachers must
act on their own to foster the ideals of deliberation in their classrooms. A similar argument can be made for participatory and social
justice aspects of citizenship. The ubiquitous nature of standards
prohibits speciﬁc recommendations for active or communitarian
aspects of citizenship. It is the responsibility of educators to encourage students to participate in democracy in order to develop the
habits associated with active citizenship, rather than to simply
reap its beneﬁts as passive spectators (Kahne and Westheimer
2004; Macedo et al. 2005).
Finally, educators need to ensure that their instruction is age
appropriate, even when the curriculum fails to do so. The lack of
emphasis on voting in the government SOL represents a poor
pedagogical decision on behalf of the state. Given the perennial
low voter turnout among young Americans (Campbell 2005; Lopez,
Kirby, and Sagoﬀ 2005), teachers should reinforce the reasons for
regularly voting at all stages of the educational process, but particularly as students reach adulthood and are in the process of
leaving state-mandated schooling. Informing students of the processes of voter registration in the eighth grade, but not in their
senior year, seems especially ill-conceived. Discussions on the
importance of informed voting should be common practice for all
high school juniors and seniors, along with the provision of
detailed instructions on how and where to register.
A similar argument can be made for participatory aspects of
citizenship. Older students are primed for instruction on how to
involve themselves in social or political issues at the local, state,
and national levels, while younger students often lack the opportunity to make substantive contributions. Instilling the ethics of
voluntary participation at a young age may plant the seeds for
civic participation later in life, but older students need constant
reminders, particularly as their political and social convictions
evolve and strengthen.
Most educators agree that schools need to prepare students
for civic life, but diﬀerences in ideology make this requirement a
complicated endeavor. Although standards vary from state to state,
one aspect remains common: teachers will use state standards as
guidelines for instruction. Therefore, an understanding of the type
of citizenship a state advocates will allow educators to compensate for partisan or ideological imbalances found within the formal curriculum. Because no perfect set of standards exist, educators
must implement changes at the classroom level to ensure that
students receive a balanced view of citizenship. By exposing students to diﬀerent perspectives of citizenship, educators can better
achieve the goal of developing well-rounded citizens who will positively contribute to our democratic society. 䡲

2. The Virginia SOLs can be accessed through the Virginia Department of Education website. The civics standards can be found at http://www.doe.virginia.gov/
VDOE/Instruction/History/curriculum_framework_2001/hist_7.pdf and the
government standards at http://www.doe.virginia.gov/VDOE/Instruction/
History/curriculum_framework_2001/hist_12.pdf.
3. Although one can often see a stark diﬀerence between civic republican and
liberal citizenship discourses, the lines between various liberal discourses often
blur. For example, social justice and participatory aspects of citizenship are
often complimentary and hard to distinguish from each other. Therefore, standards that are categorized as pertaining to a particular liberal discourse could
potentially be interpreted diﬀerently by others. The goal of the analysis was
not necessarily to rigidly categorize each standard, but rather to develop a
general sense of the type of citizenship that is advocated in the civics and U.S.
government standards.
4. Even though my personal feelings on civic education contradict much of the
civic republican agenda, I would argue that standards that unfairly advocate
liberal versions of citizenship also pose a risk to students.
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